Position title: Food and Beverage Bus Person

Reports to: Food and Beverage Manager

Position Summary: Setting and cleaning tables before, during and after meal service.

Essential Functions:

- Assists servers in their tasks
- Serves water as guests are seated
- Assists in carrying food trays to tables
- Removes soiled dishes from table; brings to dish washing area
- Sets tables with silverware, glassware and other items if needed
- Cleans dining room areas
- Stocks servers’ station with supplies
- Collects trash from room and other specified places after each serving period.
- Dusts chairs before and after meals
- Keeps ice bins and buckets filled
- Helps Bartenders keep bar and display areas clean
- Assist in the weekly side work
- Performs all other duties as assigned by employer.

Qualifications and Skills:

Education: Any combination of education and experience equivalent to graduation from high school or any other combination of education, training or experience that provides the required knowledge skills and abilities.

Additional Skills: Ability to lift a minimum of 25lbs., stand for prolonged periods of time and work at a fast pace. Personable, friendly, and a willingness to learn and help out when necessary are required.